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The author showed that the class of [left, right] nonnal bands has the stong alnalgamation 

property [4]. In his paper [1], T. E. Hall proved that the clas3 of [1eft, right] generalized inverse 

semigroups has the strong amalgamation property by using the concept of a bundled semilattice 

which is firstly introduced in [7]. By similar argument, we show that the classes of normal 

*-bands and generalized inverse *-8emigroups have the strong amalgamation property. Also 

we give the structures of normal *-bands and generalized inverse *-semigroups and the free 

products in the variety of normal *-bands. 

S I . Introclwctfiom 

Let ~ be a class of algebras. For a family of algebras {Ai: i e I} from Jrf, each 

having an algebra U e ~ as a subalgebra, the list (.{Ai: i e I} ; U) is called an amalgam 

from ~~. We say that an amalgam ({Ai: i e I} ; U) is strongly embeddable (or is 

strongly embedded) in an algebra B if there are ~-monomorphisms ci : Ai->B, i e I, 

such that 

(i) ipilU=cjlU frJralli,jel, 
(ii) Aici n Ajcj=Uci for all i, j e I with i~j, 

where ci I U denotes the restriction of ipi to U. We say that a class ~ of algebras has 

the strong amalgalnation property if every amalgam from ~ is strongly embeddable 

in an algebra from ~. If Ai=Aj for all i, j e I, ({Ai: i el} ; U) is called a special 

amalgam f'rom Juf. We say that ~f has the special al'nalgamation property if 

each special amalgam from ~~ is strongly embeddable in an algebra from Jrf. It is 

well-known (see [9]) that in a class of algebras closed under isomorphisnrs and the 

formation of the union of any ascending chain of algebras, each amalgamation property 

f'ollows f'ronl the case in whic*h 111 =2. If 111 = 2, we write an amalgam ({A1' A2}; U) 

by (A1' A2; U). 

A semigroup S with a unary operation * : S->S is called a regular *-semigroup 
if it satisfies 

(i) (x*)*=x, 
(ii) (xy)*=y*x* 
(iii) xx*x=x. 
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Let S and T be regular *-semigroups. A homomorphism ip : S~,Tis called a *-homo-

morphism if x*c =(xip)* for all x e S. A relation e on S is called a *-relation if(x, y) e 

6 implies (x*, y*) e O. An idempotent e in S is called a projection if e* = e. By P(S) 

and E(S), we denote the sets of projections and idempotents, respectively, of S. The 

following result is used f'requently throughout this paper. 

RESULT 1. ((.i) due to [10] and (ii) due to [8]). Let S be a regular *-semigroup 

Then we have 

(i) each ~-class and each ~-class contain one and only one projection, 

(ii) E(S)=P(S)2. More precisely,for any idempotent e, there exist projections 

f and g such that e~ f, e~g and e=fg. 

A regular *-semigroup is called an orthodox *=semigroup [*=band] if it is an 

orthodox semigroup [band]. An orthodox *-semigroup [*-band] S is called a gener-

ralized invel'se *-semigroup [normal *-band] if E(S) [S itself Jsatisfies the identity 

axya = ayxa. In section 2, we determine the structures of normal *-bands and 

generalized inverse *-semigroups by using a transitive system of mappings f'or the 

set of projections, which are slightly diffe_rent from [1l] and [13] 

The author gave 1_,Isef'ul forms of the free products in the variety of [lef't, right] 

normal bands [3]. In section 3, we give the free products in the varieties of nomal 

*-bands 

For an amalgam (E1' E2 ; U) of semilattices, a semilattice E is called a bundled 

semilattice of it if (E1' E2 ; U) is strongly embedded in E by monomorphisms ci: 

Ei~'E, i = 1, 2, say, such that for ei e Ei and ej e Ej with i ~j, if eici~ ejcj (in E) then 

ei~u (in Ei) and u ~ej (in Ej) for some u e U. Let (S1' S2 ; U) be an amalgam of 

mverse semigroups. Then the anralganrated product E(S1)*E(U)E(S2) in the class 
of semilattices is a bundled semilattice of (E(S1)' E(S2) ; E(U)) [7], but E(S1) *E(U)E(S2) 

does not enibed in the amalgamated product S1*US2 in the class of inverse semigroups, 

in general [1]. In [7], the author showed that if the f;ollowing result is true, the class 

of [1eft, right] generalized inverse sernigroups has the strong amalgamation property 

And Hall has proved the f'ollowing. 

RESULT 2 (due to [1]). Any amalgam (S, T; U) of inverse semigroups is strongly 

embedded in an inverse semigroup A such that E(A) is a bundled semilattice of the 

amalgam (E~S), E(T); E(U)) of semilattices. 

In sectlon 4, we show that the varieties of normal *-bands and generalized inverse 

*-semgroups have the strong amalgamation property 

The notation and terminology are those of [2] and [12], unless otherwise stated. 

S 2. Strwct~nres 

Let A be a semilattice and P a disjoint union of subsets P*, oc e A . For ee, p e A 
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with ce ~ p, Iet T.,p : P.~'Pp be a mapping. The family of mappings {1.,p : oe ~: p oe fi e A } 

is called a transitive system of mappings for P-- ~/.=A P. if it satisfies 

( i ) T*,* is the identity mapping of P* for all ce e A , 

(ii) T*,pTp,v=T*,v for ce, p, y e A with Q~~p>_y. 

THEOREM 1. Let A be a semilattice and {T*,p : ce~p, ce, P e A} a transitive system 

of mappings for P=¥J*~A P*. Let B={(e, oe, f): e, feP*, oe eA} and define its multi-

plication and u.nary operation by 

(e, ce, f) (g, P, h) =(eT*,*p, ocp, hTp,.p) , 

(e, e(, f)* =(f, ce, e) , 

Tl'ren B becomes a normal *-band wit/'1 P(B)={(e, ae, e): oc e A} and Its structure 

semilattice is A. Hereafter, we denote it by B-Jar(A, P; {~.,p})-

Conversely, every normal *-band is obtained by thisfashion. 

PRooF. We can easily obtain the first half of the theorem. Let E be a normal 

*-band and E :~ ~ {E* : ee e A} its structure decomposition. For any ee e A, Iet P* = 

P(E) n E* and P= ~/*~A P*. It is obvious P=P(E). For any ce, p e A with oe ~~ p, define 

T.,p as follows : Iet e be any element of P., and let a and b be any elements of Ep. Since 

E is a normal *-band, it is clear that ea~eb, by Result I (i), there exists one and 

only one element fePp such that f ~ea. We define it by ex.,p =f. Then we can easily 

see that {T*,p : e(~p, oc, p e A} is a transitive system f'or P=~/*~A P*. Let B-Jcr(A, 

P; {T*,p}) and define a mapping ip : E~･B by aip=(.aa*, ce, a*a) f'or a e E*. By Result 1 

(ii), ip is a bijection. Let a e E., b e Ep. By the similar argument above, there are 

uniquely e, fe P.p Such that e~(aa*)x and f~Px(b*b) f.rJr any x e E*p. Then 

(a b)c = ((aa *)(a *a bb*)) ((a *a b* b)(b* b))ip 

=((eu)(uf)c for some u e P*p , 

= (ef)c since E*p rs rectangular, 

= (e, ccP, f) 

=((aa*)1.,.p, ocfi, (b*b)Tp,.p) 

=(aa*, e~, a*a)(bb*, p, b*b) 

= (ac) (bip) . 

Thus c is an *-isomorphism, and hence we have the theorem 

Next, we shall determine the structure of a generalized inverse *-semigroup 

If F is an inverse semigroup and E(F) = A , we denote it by F(A) 
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THEOREM 2. Let F(A) be an inverse semigroup, P a set of disjoint union of 

subsets Pa' ce e A, and let {Ta,p: ce~ p, c(, p e A} be a transitive system of mappings for 

P= VaeA Pa Let 

S={(e,oc f) oeeF eeP.a fePa a}' 

and its multjplication and unary opel'atlon are defined by 

(e, ec, f)(g, p, h)=(eTa'~1,ap(ep)~1' cep, hop- p,(ap) 'p) ' 

(e, Qe, f)* =(f, ee~1, e) . 

Then S Is a genelallzed Inverse * semlgroup with P(S)={(e, c:, e): ce e A, ee P*} and 

its structure inverse selnigroup is F(A). Hereafter, we denote it by S-Jar~F(A), 

P, {Ta,p})' 

Conversely, every generalized inverse *-semigroup is obtained by thisfashion. 

PRooF. By Theorem I above and Lemma 5 and 6 in [12], we can easily obtain 

the theorem. 

S 3. Free prodwcts 

In this section, we shall describe the free product of normal *-bands. Let {Bi : 

i e I} be a family of normal *-bands. By Theorem I B.-j~'(A . P. {1~ p}) for all 
' ' ', ', ' i e I. To construct the f'ree product of the Bi in the variety of nomal *-bands, we 

can assume without loss of generality that Bi n Bj= [], Ai n Aj= [1 and Pi n pj = [] 

if i ~j. Let A = {(cei)i~1 : oei e A fl) i e I, only finitely many but at least one eei are different 

from 1}, where Afl) denotes Ai U {1} obtained by adjoining an identity I to A~ whether 

or not it already has an identity. It is well-known [5] that such A is the free product 

of the Ai in the variety of semilattices. For convenience, we write simply (ai) instead 

of (Gei)i~1' Let 

B={(a, (oei), b) : a e P*j and b e P.* fc]Jr some cej~ I and ock~ I of (ee ) e A} 

If a e P*j and b e P.*, we sometimes denote (a, (c~i), b) by (a, (ai ; j, k), b). Define a 

multiplication and a unary operation on B by 

(a (ce,, J, k) b)(c, (pi; m, n), d)=(aT~-,.jpj, (a,Pi;j, n), dlF .~P. "*, ) , 

(a, (cei; j, k), b)*=(b, (c~i; k, j), a) . 

THEOREM 3. B is thefree product of the Bi in the variety of normal *-bands. 

PRooF. It is clear that B is a normal *-band. For each i e I, define a mapping 

ci: Bi~'B by 
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(e, oifi,f)ci=(e (~i),f) if e feP.i, a eA,, 

where (~i) denotes the element of A with the i-th entry equal to oei and others equal 

to 1. It is obvious that each ipi is a #-monomorphism, i e I, and that B=

i e I}>, the *-subsemigroup generated by U {Biipi: i e I} 

Let E be any normal *-band and ~i: Bi->E, i e I, any #-homomorphisms. Define 

a mapping p : B~'E as f'ollows : 

For any (a, (oei; j, k), b) e B such that only ocj, oek, oet,' at2""' oet~ are not equal to l, 

(a, (eei; j, k), b)/1 =((a, ocj, c))~j) ((ei, oet,' fl)~t,) 

((e., oet.' f*)~t.) ((d, eek, b)~k) , 

where ceP.j, deP.k and et.'ft.eP., for s=1, 2,...,n. 
It is clear that p: is a *-homomorphism satisfying ci~ = ~i, i e I. Hence B together 

with the ipi is the free product of the Bi in the variety of normal *-bands. 

By the construction of the f'ree product in the variety of normal *-bands, we 

can easily have the following 

COROLLARY 4. Let {Bi: i e I} be a family of normal *-bands, and let B together 

wjth the *-monomorphisms ipi be thefree product of the Bi in the variety of normal 

*-bands. If Fi is a *-subband of Bi, i e I, then 

 is the free product of the Fi in the variety of normal *-bands. 

S 4. AlmalgaEnatiom 

Firstly, we shall show that the variety of normal *-bands has the strong amal= 

gamation property. Let (B1' B2 ; U) be an amalgam of normal $-bands. By Theorem 
1
,
 

B.-~ar(A. P.' {T~p}y, P.= V P*', i=1, 2, 

' *, *' , * *=A, 

U-J'r(A Q {T.p}), Q= V Q.. 
*=A 

We can assume without loss of generality that A I n A2 = A, P~ n p~ = Q. and T~,p I Q. = 

T~,p I Q.=T.,p for all oe, P e A with oc~p. Let P=PI U P2' 

Take any bundled semilattice Q of the alnalgam (A I , A 2 ; A), and assume that 

A1 and A2 are subsemilattices of g~ such that A1 n A2=A. Let F={ce e Q: ce~p frJr 

some p e A I U A 2}' It is obvious that F is an ideal of ~ and it is also a bundled semi-

lattice of (A i, A2;A). Let 

B={(a, oe, b)e P XF x P: a e P~, b e P~, p~c~, y~0e} , 
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and define a multiplication and a unary operation of B by 

(a, oe, b)(c, p, d)=(a, c)ep, d), 

(a, ee, b)*=(b, a, a). 

It is clear that B is a normal *-band whose structure semilattice is F. Define a relation 

el on B by el={((xT~,yl, cx, yT~,v2)' (xT~a,' a( yTn 3 )) a:er I J m, ne{1, 2}, 

~eAinA~, zyeAjnA~, xeP~ np~, yeP~ np~, ~~~yl:~a, n~~y2~:c!e, ~~~~1>_a and 

~ ~~ 62 ;~ cc}. We can easily see that el is a reflexive, symmetric and compatible #-

relation. Let e = ei, the transitive closure of O1' Then O is a *-congruence and 

B/O is a normal *-band whose structure semilattice is F 

LEMMA 5 Let~eA~' 1 1 2 peF a bePa' cePyml and dePv2' If(a, c~, b)e 
(.c, P, d), then ce=P and thefollowing conditions are sati~'fied. 

' (.i) there exjst ,1eAinA~, ueP~np~ and veA~ such that /4~~v~~G~ (in F), 

y >v (In A~), a=uT~,a and CT = ~ m vl,~ ul/1'*" 

(n) there exrst eeA n An' veP; n pg and ~eA* such that e~~6~:o~ (in F), y2~~~ 

(in An)' b =vl:~ * and dT" =vT~ 6' 

, y2'6 
PRooF. We prove by induction. Assume that (c, fi, d) satisfies the statement 

of the lemma and let (c, p, d) O1(e, co,f), e e P~1' feP~2' Firstly, we prove (i) 

by the definrtlon of O1' ce p co and there exrst ~ e A* n A and x e P~ n p~ such that ~ 
~~~yl' ~~pl, c=xT'~",vl and e=x?~,pl-

Case I ~ = m =j (see Fig. 1). Since x e P~' we have 

xT~,. - ((x?~, vl)T~ * , , +)T~ , * = i ~Ti (CT 
= yl,v) +,* 

= (uT~, ~)T~, * = a, 

exp* , pl " = (x?~, pl)T~1 , pl ~ = xT~ Pi~ 

p
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Case 2 : i = m ~j (see Fig. 2). Since pl ~ og (in F) and F is a bundled semilattice 

of (A 1, A2; A), there exists A e A such that pl ~~ )' (in Aj) and A ~ oc (in Ai). Then 

j
 

ex~1 ' A = (xT~ , pl)T~1 , A = x?~ ' A' 

By the same calculation in the case 1, we have a = x?~,*. 

Case 3 : i ~ In =j (see Fig. 3). Since v ~ oe (in F) and F is a boundled semilattice, 

there exists ~ e A such that v ~ ~ (in A~) and ~ ~: Qc (in Ai). Then 

xT"' = ((xT'~", vl)?y"I 'v)T'"",A=(c?'v"I'")T'""'A 
~'A 

(uT~ .)Tv",;L uT =uTp,AeQjL , - ~ ~ 'l'A 

smce u e Q/1 and //, v e A. So we have 

(uTll'h)T~ . uT;L . a 

eTp*,pl;L-(xTm )T ~ ~ -* ~ - xT~, pl;L ~'PI P1'PIA~ 

- ~~~ ~ ~' ~1?A' P1 ~ = (u?p A)Thm, pl A (XT 

A l¥ / ¥ p . ylf/ ' y~J~i~ ' 

v Y~ ' / / / 
' 

/ 

_ / . ' +~ 
plA 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
Case 4 : i ~ m ~j ( = i) (see Fig. 4). Since v ~ oc (in F) and F is a bundled semi-

lattice, there exists A e A such that v ~~ ~ (in A~) and A ~ oe (in Ai). Then 

xT~,.=(xT~ A)T~ . =(((xT~"'vl)?~ )~~ A)?~ .. ~ 

' ' vl,v ', , 
= ((cTvml ' ")?"m, A)?~, a = ((uTp", v)Tv~, h)T~, a 

=((ulu,A)T~,*=uT~ . a 

ex~l'" = (xT~, pl)T~i, " ~ xT~ . 

Thus we have (i). Similarly, we have (ii), and hence we obtain the lemma 
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Let ci: Bi->B/O, i = 1, 2, be mappings defined by 

(a, ce, b)ipi=(a, ce, b)e for a, beP~, oeeAi. 

By using Lemma 5, we can easily obtain that every ci is a *-monomorphism such that 

ipl I U=ip2 1 U and Blipl n B2ip2= Uipl' And so (B1' B2 ; U) is strongly embedded in 

B/e whose structure semilattice rs F. By the similar method of [6], we can embed 

E/e into a normal *-band whose structure semilattice is Q. Now we have the following 

theorem . 

THEOREM 6 Let (B1' B2; U) be an amalgam of normal *-bands, and let 

B.-j~'(A. P.' {T~ p}), P.= ¥ / P*, i=1, 2, 

' '' ', ' ' *~A, 

U-J'r(A Q {?.p}) Q= ~/ Q.. 
*=A 

Let ~ be a bundled semilattice of the amalgam (A1, A2; A). Then the amalgam 

(B1' B2; U) is strongly embedded in a normal *-band E whose structure semilattice 

is Q and P~ cR. for evel'y oe e Ai, where E-j'r(~, R; {T.,p}), R= ~/.=Q R.. Therefore, 

the variety of normal *-bands has the strong amalgamation property. 

REMARK I . If the assumption that ~ is a bundled semilattice of (A 1, A2; A) 

is weakened to that (A I , A2; A) is strongly embedded in g~, the theorem above is not 

true (see [6]). 

REMARK 2. We have another proof of that the variety of normal *-bands has 

the strong amalgamation property. Let (B1' B2 ; U) be an amalgam of normal *-bands. 

Let B = B1*B2, the free product of B1 and B2 in the variety of normal *-bands. We 

use the notation above. We denote (oci)i~{1,2} m A l*A2 by (cel' a2)' Define a relation 

e on B as follows : 

For a, b e B, a eob if and only if 

a =x(u, (a, 1), v)y, 

b =x(u, (1, er), v)y, 

f'or some x, y e B1, a e A and u, ve Q.. Let O1=eo U e~1 U c and let 0=e~1' 

Then B/O is the free product of B1 and B2 amalgamating U in the variety of normal 

*-bands and its structure semilattice is the free product of A I and A 2 amalgamating 

A in the variety of semilattices 

A *-band is called regular if it satisfies the identity axaya = axya. The vanety 

of regular *-bands has the special amalgamation property, but it does not have the 

strong amalgamation property 
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COROLL.ARY 7. Let Jnf be the variety of *-bands defined by an identity P=Q 

Then d has the strong amalgamation property if and only if ~f is one of the 
following varieties : 

( i ) one element semigroups; 

(ii) semilattices; 

(iii) rectangular *-bands; 

(iv) normal*-bands. 

Next, we shall show that the variety of generalized inverse *-semigroups has the 

strong amalgamation property. Let (S1' S2 ; V) be an amalgam of generalized inverse 

*-semrgroups. By Theorem 2, 

._jcr(F(A,), P,, {T. p}), Pi= ¥J P~, i=1, 2 
S
,
 *=A* 

V- j'r(~(A), Q {T.,p}), Q = V Q* , 
*=A 

such that F1 nF2-- A n A A P np Q and T.,plQ.=?.,plQ.=T.,p for all - ~* 

oc ReA Let B.-y~(A. P.' f i . p}), i=1, 2, and U-j'r(A Q {?.p}) Then (B1' , p . * ¥ *, ,, IT B2 ; U) is an amalgam of normal'*-bands 

It follows from Result 2 that the amalgam (F1' F2 ; _~*') is strongly embedded in an 

inverse semigroup ~ (Q) suc"h that ~ is a bundled semilattice of (A 1, A 2 ; A). By 

Theorem 6, the amalgam (B1' B2 ; U) is strongly embedded in a normal *-band B 

whose structure semilattice is Q. Let B - j'r(~, P ; {v.,p}), and consider the generalized 

inverse *-semigroup j'r(~(~), P, {v.,p})-T, say. Then it is clear that the amalgam 

(S1' S2 ; V) is strongly embedded in T. Thus we have the main theorem 

THEOREM 8. The variety of generalized inverse *-semigroups has the strong 

amalgamation property. 
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